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Abstract: We introduce shape-memory polymers (SMP) as substrate
material for active optical devices. As an exemplary application we build
a tunable organic semiconductor distributed feedback (DFB) laser. Hence,
we transfer a second order Bragg grating with a period of 400 nm into SMP
foils by hot embossing. The composite organic gain medium Alq3:DCM
evaporated on the SMP substrate serves as laser active material. Mechanical
stretching of the substrate increases the grating period temporarily and
triggering the shape-memory effect afterwards reduces the period on
demand. In this way, we can adjust the grating period to achieve a broad
continuously tuning of the laser emission wavelength by 30 nm.
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1. Introduction

Smart polymers and applications thereof received rising attention during the last decade. [1–7].
These polymers respond autonomously to external stimuli by changing their state, properties
or shape. Polymers changing their macroscopic shape in a predefined way when triggered by a
proper stimulus are shape-memory polymers (SMPs) [2]. Those polymers were already exten-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a tunable organic semiconductor distributed feedback laser device
consisting of a nanostructured flexible substrate made of shape-memory polymers and an
organic laser active layer. The shape-memory polymer substrate features a hot embossed
second order Bragg surface grating as resonator and is mechanically pre-stretched. The
organic semiconductor material Alq3:DCM serves as laser active medium. While the device
is heated by the thermoelectric module, the smaller original grating period recovers and the
grating period as well as the emission wavelength of the device are adjustable.

sively studied for macroscopic applications, e.g., for deployable components in aerospace [7],
medical applications like self-unfolding stents, [8] or shape-memory sutures [1]. However, there
are several applications where micro- or nano-structured active polymer devices are advanta-
geous [9–11], e.g., as tunable nanostructured resonator substrates for optical devices.

Since the demonstration of a UV tunable organic distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser as
excitation source for biomarker experiments by Schneider et al. [12], organic solid-state lasers
have attracted attention as potential light sources for spectroscopic applications. Organic solid-
state lasers offer widely tunable laser radiation over the UV and the visible range and this unique
advantage might solve spectroscopy issues. Up to now, organic semiconductor lasers have been
successfully applied in fluorescence excitation, [12] absorption spectroscopy [13], transmission
spectroscopy [14, 15], and Raman spectroscopy [16, 17]. Temperature tuning [18], mechanical
stretching of rubber-like grating substrates [19–23], chirped gratings [24], optofluidics [25,
26], wedged shaped films [27, 28], or special properties of liquid crystals [29, 30] have been
investigated to tune the emission wavelength of organic distributed feedback (DFB) lasers,
recently. However, for the fabrication of rigid chirped gratings, time-consuming lithography is
needed for every substrate [24, 26] while state-of-the-art rubber-like grating substrates depend
on complex rigid set-ups for adjustment [18, 26] or elaborate mechanical supports [19–22, 24,
25, 27, 28]. These constraints are avoided with gratings made out of SMPs.

Here, we demonstrate an organic DFB laser featuring a mechanically pre-stretched SMP
substrate with a surface Bragg grating as resonator structure. The thermal evaporation of a thin
organic active layer onto this substrate and a thermoelectric module accomplish the whole laser
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device. Figure 1 shows the schematic set-up of our device. According to the Bragg equation
each resonator period Λ amplifies a specific laser wavelength λBragg [31]

λBragg =
2
m

neffΛ, (1)

where neff and m are the effective refractive index and the Bragg grating order, respectively.
Thus, the emission wavelength λBragg is proportional to the resonator period Λ and we modify
the resonator’s period by thermally activating the shape-memory effect to tune the laser wave-
length. In this way, we continuously reduce the grating period from 440 nm to 400 nm whereby
the emission wavelength of the laser shift from 630 nm to 600 nm, resulting in an overall shift
of 30 nm. In the following, we describe the basic features of the SMP grating structure and
analyze the properties of a continuously tunable DFB laser build with this component.

2. Experimental

The ability of SMP to perform a macroscopic shape change is caused by their molecular struc-
ture [2,5]. The shape-memory effect is present in various block copolymers if the different chain
blocks arrange segregated and form thereby two types of segments. Depending on the strength
of intermolecular interaction forces within those segments they exhibit diverse glass transition
temperatures. The segments with the higher glass transition temperature Thard are termed hard
segments also called netpoints whereas the segments with the lower glass transition temperature
Tswitch are termed softer switching segments. To enable the shape-memory effect, the polymer
has to go through a programming cycle [1, 5]. In the original, permanent shape the netpoints
are linked with each other by switching segments in their unstressed, lowest energy conforma-
tion (Fig. 2a). Assuming a thermoplastic polymer, one can define a new permanent shape of the
sample by deforming it above Thard where the netpoints are released. The programming of the
temporary shape has to take place below Thard to leave the netpoints unaffected and only the
switching segments are released. Therefore, elongation of a piece of SMP at T < Thard leads
to extended, tensioned switching segments, whose polymer chains are uncoiled and transferred
into a higher energy conformation state (Fig. 2b). Cooling the polymer in this shape increases
the intermolecular interaction forces. This procedure stabilizes the temporary shape to such an
extent that releasing the external strain leads to almost no shape change. As soon as the tem-
porarily shaped polymer is heated above the switching temperature Tswitch the mobility of the
polymer chains increases and the stored mechanical energy is released. Back in the lowest en-
ergy conformation, all the polymer chains feature the same lengths as in the initial permanent
shape. Thus, the netpoints are in their primary positions leading to the original macroscopic
shape again (Fig. 2a).

The SMP we utilized for our experiments is Tecoflex® EG-72D from Lubrizol (Ohio, USA).
It is a completely amorphous thermoplastic polyurethane block-copolymer. As a thermoplastic
polymer it is suitable for common polymer processing techniques and due to its amorphous
structure Tecoflex® is transparent in the visible regime (about 90% for all wavelengths between
370 nm to 800 nm). In Tecoflex® the hard segments consist of blocks of 1-isocyanato-4-[(4-
isocyanatocyclohexyl)methyl]cyclohexane (H12MDI) together with 1,4-butanediol (1,4-BD).
H12MDI plus poly(tetramethylene ether) glycol (PTMEG) blocks build the softer switching
segments. The upper and lower glass transition temperatures were experimentally identified by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic-mechanical analysis (DMA) as Thard ≈
150◦C and Tswitch ≈ 40−60◦C.

To fabricate SMP resonator substrates out of the Tecoflex® granulate material we used hot
embossing to replicate 2nd order one-dimensional Bragg gratings. The hot embossing tech-
nique [32] allows to control precisely applied temperatures, position of tool and substrate plate,
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Fig. 2. a) The permanent shape of the SMP resonator with the grating period Λ possess
netpoints linked with each other by completely relaxed switching segments. b) By me-
chanically stretching the SMP foils the period increases to Λ∗ and on the molecular level
the switching segments get elongated and fixed in a new shape. c) The fabrication of such
a surface grating by hot embossing leads to uniformly replicated grating with a period of
400 nm. d) After stretching the grating, the enlarged period of 440 nm is evenly distributed
over the whole substrate as revealed by the AFM topography image.

embossing pressure and velocity during structuring the polymer foils. Limited basically by size
and quality of the mold insert, we can replicate 2.5-dimensional structures of centimeter to
nanometer dimensions into various polymers. For hot embossing Tecoflex® we used a nickel
mold insert with various linear gratings, which was fabricated with the LIGA-process [33]. To
define the grating with a period of Λ = 400 nm as the permanent shape, the hot embossing
temperature for Tecoflex® was chosen slightly above Thard as 155◦C. The surface of the result-
ing sample was imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (see Fig. 2c)). Programming the
temporary shape was achieved by stretching the SMP substrates perpendicularly to the grat-
ing orientation in a tensile testing machine (INSTRON 4505). In this way, we increased the
grating period to Λ∗ ≈ 440 nm (Fig. 2d)). Afterwards a thin layer of organic laser active mate-
rial was evaporated on top of those stretched samples in a high vacuum coating plant (Lesker
Spectros, Kurt J. Lesker Company) [34]. We deployed the host-guest small molecule blend
Aluminium-tris(8-hydroxychinolin)(Alq3) doped with 2-3 % 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-
6-(p-dimethylaminostyryl )-4H-pyran (DCM) [34] as our laser active medium. The evaporated
layer thickness was about 235 nm.

For optical characterization we used a diode-pumped, actively Q-switched frequency-tripled
neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser (Advanced Optical Technology
Ltd., AOT YVO 20QSP) with a wavelength of 355 nm and a pulse duration of 0.5 ns to ex-
cite the samples. The pump pulse energy was adjusted with a variable neutral density filter and
measured with a calibrated gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) photodiode connected to an
oscilloscope. The sample was kept in a vacuum chamber (≈ 10−3 Pa) to protect the active ma-
terial from photooxidation. The chamber can be moved perpendicular to the pump beam using
an automated precision stage. This feature allows a spectrally and spatially resolved charac-
terization of the sample. The laser beam emitted by the device is guided by several optics to
a multimode fiber leading to a spectrograph (Acton Research Corporation, SpectraPro 300i)
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Fig. 3. a) Input-output characteristics used to determine the lasing threshold which was
observed at ≈150 µJcm−2. b) The laser spectra measured after 1.5 · 105 and 106 pump
pulses under non-stop optical pumping. The pump energy does not trigger the recovery
process though degradation of the organic material led to a decreased lasing intensity.

connected to an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (Princeton Instruments, Pi-
Max 512). To trigger the shape-memory effect later on, we mounted a thermoelectric module
beneath the sample holder and a temperature sensor was fixed at the module to perceive the
instantaneous temperature.

3. Results and discussion

To determine the optimal resonator period for the combination of Tecoflex® and Alq3:DCM
we analyzed devices with grating periods between 180 nm to 460 nm (10 nm steps). After evap-
oration of the organic Alq3:DCM layer we examined the lasing intensity in this range and
observed lasing for periods between 390 nm to 450 nm (data not shown). In order to operate
our final device within this window of suitable grating periods, we choose a period of 400 nm
for the permanent shape of the gratings and pre-stretched them to 440 nm for the following
experiments. Since we tune the DFB laser by modifying the resonator’s period, the evaporated
organic Alq3:DCM layer may be mechanically deformed by the pre-stretching of the substrate
for the programming of the temporary shape as well as during the recovery process. To ana-
lyze any unwanted wear of the active layer by this mechanical strain we evaporated a 235 nm
thick Alq3:DCM layer on top of SMP gratings before and after mechanical stretching. Stretch-
ing after evaporation led to several cracks in the Alq3:DCM layer while vice versa processed
samples exhibited almost no change of the active layer after compression due to the recovery
process (data not shown). Consequently, we used the second option to built the organic DFB
laser devices presented in the following.

The lasing threshold of our device was observed at 150 µJ cm−2 (Figure 3a). This value
is comparable to Alq3:DCM laser devices built on polymer substrates from poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) and cyclic-olefin-copolymer (COC) [35, 36]. In order to prove that
the energy of the pump laser does not initialize the recovery process of Tecoflex® we meas-
ured the performance of a stretched device (Fig. 3b)). Under non-stop optical pumping with an
excitation energy of 150 nJ per pulse and a repetition rate of 5 kHz, we observed that the laser
intensity decreased slightly after 106 pulses due to photo-degradation. However, the laser emis-
sion wavelength stayed at 618 nm. This outcome demonstrates that the shape-memory effect is
not triggered by the UV-excitation and hence the grating period stays constant.

Figure 4 shows the tuning of the emission wavelength by changing the period of the shape-
memory resonator. Here, we initialized the dynamic and continuous recovery of the original
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Fig. 4. a) The wavelength shift from 630.2 nm to 600.2 nm is shown by several emis-
sion spectra recorded during the recovery process of a heated SMP grating substrate with
Alq3:DCM. The grating period was pre-stretched by 10 % to 440 nm. b) The false color
image of the same data demonstrates the shift and the decreasing intensity of the emission
peak with time.

grating period by heating the SMP grating substrate above Tswitch to 69◦ C. As mentioned be-
fore the grating was pre-stretched to a period of 440 nm. During this process we recorded the
emission spectra, as shown in Fig. 4a). The stretched grating period corresponds to the right-
most spectrum with the peak emission wavelength of λ = 630.2 nm. In order to illustrate the
temperature dependent recovery rate, we plotted spectra separated by equal time intervals of
∆t = 2 min. The emission wavelength did not change until the temperature approached Tswitch.
Henceforward, the shape recovery accelerated with rising temperature until the thermoelectric
module reached the maximum temperature of 69◦ C. The recovery process ceased with ap-
proaching the original grating period of 400 nm and the shift of the emission wavelength ended
in the leftmost spectra with an emission peak at λ = 600.2 nm. Thus, we achieved an overall
wavelength shift of ∆λ = 30 nm with this device. Figure 4b) depicts the complete wavelength
shift of this experiment in a false color image. The color code in this diagram allows the ob-
servation of the diminishing lasing intensity which is caused by two reasons: the organic gain
medium Alq3:DCM degraded and the laser wavelength approached to a lower gain spectral
range of Alq3:DCM.

Shape-memory polymers as resonator material enable not only the continuous decrease of
the grating period. They also allow to adjust the laser emission to a constant wavelength arbi-
trarily chosen from the suitable spectral range (600 nm to 630 nm in our case). To demonstrate
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Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the shape recovery process can be used to adjust the
emission wavelength to a previously chosen value. After heating the sample the emission
wavelength decreased until we switched off the thermoelectric module, by what the tem-
perature decreased and the recovery process stopped. As a result the emission wavelength
stayed constant as long as the device was exposed to temperatures lower than Tswitch. After
switching on the thermoelectric module, the temperature raised again, the recovery process
continued and the emission wavelength decreased with approximately the same velocity as
before. The laser spectra (1)-(4) below the main graph were recorded at the corresponding
transition points and are normalized relative to the first spectrum (1).

this feature, we switched off the thermoelectric module during the heat-triggered recovery pro-
cess. As soon as the sample temperature decreased below Tswitch, the SMP grating froze in its
momentary shape. The polymer stayed in this state until its temperature was increased again
above Tswitch and the recovery process continued. Figure 5 reveals this temperature dependence
of the recovery process by plotting the change of the peak emission wavelength during this pro-
cess. The arrows mark the points where heating was switched on and off. The experimental data
proofs that the laser wavelength stayed constant during the cooling period. After the restart of
the heating the peak wavelength changed with approximately the same velocity as before. The
accurate response of the polymer to the thermal triggering in this experiment confirms again
our previous measurement (Fig. 3b) showing that the UV laser excitation does not influence the
shape-memory ability of Tecoflex®.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated with an exemplary active optical device that the special abil-
ities of shape-memory polymers work also for nano-sized structures. Utilizing hot embossing
we transferred one-dimensional sub-micron gratings into the surfaces of SMP foils and pre-
stretched them. In this way, we fabricated a resonator grating with a continuously tunable and
adjustable period. The organic semiconductor laser active material Alq3:DCM together with
a pump laser completes the tunable DFB laser device. The threshold and the slope efficiency
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of our laser device are comparable to those built on other polymer substrates [35, 36]. The
experimental results demonstrate the advantage of SMPs as resonator substrate material for
continuously tunable organic distributed feedback lasers. In addition, our DFB laser is not only
tunable over a range as wide as 30 nm, it is also flexible. Finally, it does not rely on any me-
chanical elements or constant power supply as the grating period stays constant after tuning the
DFB laser to the chosen emission wavelength.

Due to the shape-memory effect and the optical transparency of the utilized shape-memory
polymer Tecoflex®, such nanostructured SMP foil surfaces offer opportunities to develop tun-
able optical elements without sophisticated mechanical elements. This will be of interest for
many applications were a forward and backward tuning of the wavelength is not essential but
reduced volume and costs like medical products for one-time usage. Consequently, SMPs might
be used to build individual integrated on-chip organic lasers or complete Lab-on-a-Chip plat-
forms to develop spectroscopes for biomedical and chemical point-of-care analysis. Further-
more, coupling of organic lasers to a glass fiber might be actively controlled by using SMP
gratings with tunable periods.
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